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Abstract 
In this decade, the improvement of vehicular network gave impetus to vehicle collision warning systems (CWS), which serve to 
curb the wounded and fatalities in crashes. Many position-based CWS and corresponding collision avoidance algorithms were 
developed but in the scenarios of two-dimension collision and multiple entities collision, shape of all participants is usually 
ignored. In this paper, shape of all manner of participant are subdivided to lots of squares based on their profile and filled in 
gridded road (we call this process gridding) and exploited to detect collision. In the simulated intersection collision scenario, the 
proposed CWS which we integrate the gridding method shows more accuracy in spacing between participants (affected by the 
size of cells in gridding road), and we find that the overlapped cells – which depict the coincidence of the predicted trajectories of 
participants – show closely relation between collision probability evaluation in simulation result. The results indicate that 
gridding method can served as other metric of collision prediction and is validated to measure and predict collision more 
precisely. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the Department of Transportation Engineering, Beijing Institute of Technology. 
Keywords: Collision Warning System; Collision Prediction; Gridding Method 
1. Introduction 
Current research trend in traffic safety promote scientists to improve active vehicle safety technology, which is a 
key reason of the conspicuously reduction both people injured and fatalities (National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration publish its overview of crashes in 2013 in Feb 2015 and indicate that deaths of passenger car 
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occupants decrease 38% comparing 2004). Many vehicular Collision Warning Systems (CWS) and related 
applications, such as recent published systems integrating vehicle-to-vehicle or vehicle-to-infrastructure 
communication, have proven their capability and stability in connection and reliability to preventing collision (e.g., 
Misener et al. [1], Ammoun et al. [2]).  
But the fatality composition, according to NHTSA’s data, indicates the vacuum of safety technology in other 
traffic participants (composition of motorcyclist fatalities increase 16%, cyclists and pedestrians increase 2% than 
2004). One reason of this may be that the CWS for vehicle, as stated by Dabbour [3], are incompatible with other 
pattern of participants – most of these technical focus on special scenarios, for example rear-end collisions, lane-
changing or lane departure collisions. More importantly, shape of each participant and spacing between them is 
usual simplified considered – it is not problem in these specialty unless in more complex cases that the shape of each 
entities in CWS are significantly different and will undermine efficiency of CWS. 
In this paper, we review some findings about CWS and collision algorithm in Chapter II, and solve the shape 
problem in CWS by using a gridding method that subdividing each participant into grid road in Chapter III. Then we 
introduce a framework of CWS that considering vehicles shape in Section 4.1 and it is verified by simulating a 
scenario in unsignalized intersection in other sections in Chapter IV. Eventually, conclusions and future work are 
drawn in Chapter V.  
2. Review of collision warning system and collision algorithm 
CWS has been conducted as a subject of research for about three decades, and during this time, impetus for this 
field came first in the improvement of technical: rear-end collision avoidance systems are benefit in the development 
of sensor technology and recently researchers are motivated to exploit the extra information obtained by vehicular 
communication (e.g., Benedetto et al. [4], Seiler et al. [5]). Given positional information obtained by Global 
Positioning System, communication based CWS shows potential in dealing with more complex situation: Joerer et al. 
[6] simulated a crash scenario at intersection and calculated collision probability by predicting future trajectory 
under initial conditions; uncertainties such as delay and packet loss is also considered in their paper.  
Misener et al. [1] conducted a Cooperative Collision Warning project, and according to their paper, the result is 
positive – their equipped vehicles, containing delegate user interface describing potential collision, proved the 
feasibility of safety applications based on communication of vehicle-to-vehicle (v2v), from the prospective of error 
control and compatibility in complex collision scenarios. 
The mechanism of this kind of system is: using the information gleaned from sensor and network to predict the 
future trajectories of participants, then estimate the probability and severity using some collision algorithm. Thus 
recent research in this field separated in two ways:  
x Uncertainty estimation and compensation (mainly communication delay) (e.g., Dogan et al. [7], Tan et al. [8]) 
x Related collision algorithm, mainly trajectory prediction (e.g., Ammoun et al. [9], Hafner [10]) and mechanism to 
estimate collision probability and severity (e.g., Ammoun et al. [2], Althoff et al. [11]) 
Criteria for a potential collision, especially in general collision scenarios, are the main objective of this paper. 
Gettman et al. [12] shed light on most commonly used metrics in their paper:  
Time to collision (TTC) , which is equal to net spacing divided by relative speeding, is an ordinary criteria for 
major CWS especially rear-end ones; 
Post encroachment time (PET) is the interval of time that two vehicles cross their conflict points. It indicates the 
probability of potential two-dimension collisions;  
Initial deceleration rate (DR), Maximum speeds of conflicted vehicles (MaxS), Maximum relative speed of 
conflicted vehicles (deltaS) measure the severity of potential collision. 
TTC, the most widely used criteria in CWS, is found incompatible in two-dimension collision according to Ward 
et al. [13], and they offer an extended TTC by calculating minimum spacing and its differential using vector velocity 
and position, therefore TTC in their paper equal to minimum spacing divided by its derivation of the time. They also 
use another factor to estimate the potential collision: angular velocity of vision angle from ego vehicle to target and 
this process is named looming in their paper. But when shape of participants is irregular, which is necessary in CWS 
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that considering various participants (motorcycles, cycles, pedestrians, etc.), it is hard to calculate these parameters. 
Ammoun et al. [2] also consider exploiting shape of vehicle to help collision prediction, they characterize the 
vehicles as five rounds with different radius to characterize the overlapped rate in their future trajectories by 
counting the overlapped rounds. Besides, Hu et al. [14] also approximate vehicle as rectangle to detect a collision 
and calculate correlated probability. 
Thus in both multiple participants CWS and collision algorithms, shape is a relevant factor for improving the 
efficiency of CWS. Greene et al. [15] put forward their framework for multiple participants CWS. They predict all 
trajectories of participants and depict it as area of each participant at each time step, and thus potential collision is 
represented as emergence of intersection of areas at same time step. Their simulation of intersection scenario shows 
that this method is capable for pedestrians and vehicles collision pre-warning. In next chapter, we propose a 
gridding method to improve the accuracy in two-dimension CWS and find another metric that may help to 
predicting a collision more precisely. 
3. Proposed Gridding method 
The primarily objective of gridding method is to calculate position information of participants by counting cells 
which meet the conditions. Basically gridding method is a method for microscopic traffic applications in which the 
shape of traffic participants (sedan, van, motorcycle, etc.); the road in such a system is transited into a plane 
gridding road and project all participants and infrastructure on it at the same moment (as illustrated in Fig. 1) – we 
segment the road to a set of square cells and use the state of each cells (‘empty’, ‘engaged’ or ‘overlapped’) to 
describe the shape of each participants and their trajectories in gridded road (when time is discontinuous, trajectory 
can be depicted as different engaged cells at each time step). Thus the state of gridding road and its cells convey the 
information such as spacing and area and can be exploited for CWS and other microscopic applications. 
 
   
(a) Video information in NGSIM;    (b) visualized gridding road and vehicles. 
Fig. 1. Video information in NGSIM (a) and visualized gridding road and vehicles (b). 
 The information of road and vehicles is extracted from UD101 dataset in NGSIM, and Frame ID = 724 
(0.1s/frame). Three types of vehicles (dark blue – truck, light blue – motorcycle, yellow – sedan), lane (brown), on-
ramp (gray) and empty areas (white) are instantaneous filled into gridding road, and red numbers are vehicles ID in 
this dataset. This may has a positive effect for some systems, which require high-accuracy positional information 
such as CWS, or have a negative effect if the count of participants is over some threshold that will undermine 
timeliness of the systems that integrated gridding method – naturally the consideration of shape of vehicles increases 
the computational burden. 
3.1. Participants in gridding road 
The necessary information to fill the cells in gridding road is the position, orientation and shape of each 
participant. In principle, gridding mechanism should fill each cell based on the proportion that is occupied by 
participants but, given subtle shape, it is difficult and unnecessary – calculating the area occupied by participants in 
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each cell need huge computational cost and time-consuming. We proposed a simplified method to solve this (an 
example gridding mold for a vehicle is shown in Fig. 2) – when depicting a participant in grid road, we use pre-
stored several type of participants’ gridding mold, which contain 18 different orientation mold (of every 10º) for 
each type of participants in relatively small cell size (we set it 1cm × 1cm in this paper primarily based on the 
consideration of accuracy), and transit into cell size of current gridding road. When depicting the trajectory, the 
proposed system should choose the most apposite gridding mold depending on its position and orientation and then 
fill into the gridding road. Molds in other cell size can be transited from the mold in minimum cells when their size 
is an integral multiple of the side length of minimum one: a cell is occupied if the count of minimum cells in a 
bigger cell is not zero or over some threshold. This approach shows low computation and compatibility for bigger 
cell size. 
 
            
(a) Initial profile for the sedan;   (b) sedan in 1cm × 1cm gridding road;          (c) sedan in 10cm × 10cm gridding road. 
Fig. 2. Grid mold for a sedan (a) and gridding mold in different cell size. In (b), the boundary of cells is ignored because the size of cell is too 
small. 
When two different vehicles’ current positions or future trajectories are intersected at some cells in same time 
step, it will be delineated as overlapped cells and indicate that the cells are pertain to both vehicles which expressing 
a collision. It is critical that when participants’ size is delineated in grid or just not be ignored, some relevant 
properties of a potential collision such as likelihood and severity of collisions may be indicated in time evolution of 
overlapped trajectories. 
3.2. Spacing in gridding road 
Considering a typical microscopic application, Collision Warning System (CWS), which require high precision 
of spacing, we found that current CWS in published papers paid low attention to the profile of each participant, and 
may reduce the reliability. The commonly solution of participants’ profile (especially for vehicles) is to approximate 
it as regular shape such as rectangle or round shape, and the spacing is calculated by some geometric equation, just 
as what we reviewed in Chapter 2. Here we will illustrate (Fig. 3 (a) and Fig. 3 (b)) that this ignorance lead to 
inaccuracy in spacing and subsequently misestimate the potential collisions – Time To Collision (TTC, and most 
existing collision warning system set the threshold to alarm when TTC is above 3-4s), the most commonly used 
parameter in CWS, has significantly division comparing it used to be. 
Spacing for a CWS in some empirical studies in Chapter 2 is usual defined as: 
x Net headway in car-following scenario, especially in rear-end warning systems. 
x Net headway in lane-changing scenario, the spacing of both perpendicular to and parallel to the velocity (or road 
direction). 
x Distance between the centroids in intersection scenario. 
x Minimum spacing between the approximated regular shapes of participants. 
First two spacing is widely used in vehicles which have special equipment such as cameras or radar, and last two 
cases is commonly solution for position-based CWS. Because of the ignorance of substantial influence of shape, he 
spacing in last two cases is opaque and ambiguous, and a collision may be over-estimated or ignored due to 
improper input (mostly spacing and TTC) for CWS. As illustrated in a general condition (Fig. 3 (a) and Fig. 3 (b)), 
the spacing was affected by the approximated shape we chose and either under-estimation or over-estimation is 
found in each cases. 
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One distinction for the integrated CWS is the spacing between two participants – spacing becomes accurate, 
realistic and calculable when we use this gridding method to solve the problem caused by irregular shape of 
participants. The spacing between the two irregular shapes vehicles is obtained by calculates the minimum spacing 
between the cells in each vehicle (other type of spacing can also be obtain using this approach) and the result (Fig. 3 
(c) and Fig. 3 (d)), shows the apparent distinction comparing other methods. Scenarios of which collision is caused 
due to irregularly shaped of each participants, which is lacuna in empirical studies, can thus be predicted rely 
adiabatically on the time evolution of each cells in gridding road. 
 
                  
(a) Centroid distance;                                       (b) approximated spacing. 
 
                 
(c) Minimum spacing in 1cm × 1cm gridding road;   (d) Minimum spacing in 10cm × 10cm gridding road. 
Fig. 3. Different minimum spacing of two cars.  
The length and width of the two sedans are 4.72m and 2.01m. (a) and (b) are approximated spacing in 
mainstream CWS; (c) and (d) are proposed grid spacing in different cell size and the minimum spacing are obtained 
based on the minimum spacing between each grid of two vehicles. Spacing of the four method in the illustrated 
scenario are: (a) Distance between centroids of the vehicles is 462cm, and spacing is 0cm because round shapes are 
intersected. (b) Minimum spacing is the length of perpendicular in the figure and the length is 102cm. (c) 1cm×1cm 
grid. Minimum spacing = 135cm, (d) 10cm×10cm grid. Minimum spacing = 135cm. 
Apparently, the spacing in this gridding road is affected by the cell size – for different cell size, the minimum 
number between two participants is different. At the minimum cell size, the spacing is relative high-precision and 
when transiting to bigger size, this spacing will either increase or decrease and oscillate with larger amplitude. 
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4. Experiment and Result
Only a limited number of studies consider vehicle’s profile, which is significantly affect the efficiency of CWS, 
as shown before. When consider adiabatically on centroid (or other points on vehicles) distance between two cars 
and regardless of their size, the probability and severity of a collision is usually imperceptible and ambiguous, which 
may lead to the collisions being ignored or overestimated.  
Our aim of experiment is to understand the computation cost for different cell size, and how grid spacing 
becomes in gridding road way. To this end we simulated a CWS adopting gridding method (its structure will be 
introduced in Section 4.1) to examine a scenario that frequently happened at unsignalized intersections to illustrate 
the accuracy comparing other methods (section 4.2), and analysis collision probability in gridding method. In these 
experiments molds was designed as illustrated in Fig.2, and other mold with bigger cell size was accounted occupied 
when proportion of occupied smaller cells was equal or greater than half. 
4.1. Architecture of proposed CWS 
In order to forecast and evaluate a crash to testify the efficiency of gridding mechanism in CWS, here we develop 
a CWS which contained four modules: Risk pre-assessment module, gridding module, path predicting module, and 
collision analysis and avoidance module (as shown in Fig. 4).  
 
 
Fig. 4. Framework of proposed CWS. 
Risk pre-assessment module estimates the risk of the data packages broadcasted by variant vehicles, on the road, 
and arranges vehicles which have potential conflict in few second. Gridding module appears to have positive effect 
for improve accuracy of spacing but unnecessary for all participants (in free flow or totally congested flow, because 
in free (congested) flow, this spacing distinction can be ignored because of longer spacing (low velocity).). Here, the 
positions of vehicles are regarded as points to save computation cost because of the relatively high computational 
cost of gridding method. The outputs are scenarios containing colliding vehicles and information of surroundings, 
which are then send to gridding module and path predicting module.  
Path predicting module obtains the information of vehicles, and generates their trajectory in the future. Many 
collision algorism requite vehicle’s future trajectory to calculate TTC, PET, and other factors that reflect probability 
and severity of potential collision. In this space-discontinuous CWS, current position and predicted future trajectory 
is delineating as position at each time step, instead of time-continuous trajectory equation, to save computation cost 
and simplify their safety application. The path predicting theories, and associated methodologies, have been 
developed and verified by many scientists in this decade. Many existing theories and methodologies are capable to 
improve the module’s reliability and accuracy: either a well calibrated car-following and lane-changing model or an 
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artificial intelligence application (such as well-training neural network) is capable to predict longer time and provide 
more accuracy in this module.  
Gridding module’s objective is to generate a rational road grid considering the pre-estimated risk (meanwhile, the 
size of grid depend on severity of each scenario – the smaller the cell size, the more precise the model, and the larger 
the computation cost), and delineate the trajectories in the road grid. The states of cells are depending on vehicles’ 
profile, position and orientation.  
Collision analysis and avoidance module assess the probability and severity of potential collision by using some 
collision algorism which may require predicted trajectory and critical factors such as TTC, PET, etc. For different 
pattern of collision, the module can either alarm, supervises the principal’s motion directly, or ignore the potential 
collision. 
4.2. Simulation of unsignalized intersection and performance of accuracy  
Accuracy, as well as computational cost, is the primary element affecting the efficiency and timeliness of a CWS. 
Here we simulated a scenario – sedan A and B was approaching an intersection with va=15m/s, vb=10m/s, and they 
will collide (A’s right front side and B’s left front side) at the intersection in TTC = 3s (Fig. 5(a)). For the given 
initial state, we estimated the minimum spacing between them for each time step over the next three seconds 
(trajectories are depicted in Fig. 5(b), and spacing are shown in Fig. 6). The velocity of the two participants was 
defined as constant in path prediction – obviously we might obtain more realistic trajectories when using some 
trajectory prediction algorithm but not the aim of this paper. 
   
 (a)  Simulated scenario;                                      (b) Trajectory of two vehicles. 
Fig. 5. Simulation description and result of minimum spacing experiment 
We used states of the two vehicles in scenario (a) to predict their future trajectories and their position at each time 
step shows in (b). The simulated unsignalized intersection and two vehicles would reach the red point 
simultaneously after 3s (meanwhile, PET = 0s and TTC = 3s) in (a), and as shown in (b), the future trajectories 
(predicted by regarding their velocity as constant) of two vehicles are coinciding with each other at red cells and 
duration is 400-500ms. 
We found in Fig. 6 (a) that when approaching the intersection, if we consider spacing in 1cm cell grid as actual 
spacing, the minimum spacing is 72-80cm smaller in grid road than approximate vehicle as round or rectangle and 
when leaving, 30-40cm smaller than round; Fig. 6 (b) indicate that when subdivide cells, spacing is but the collision 
time did not change a lot (less than 20ms). The result of spacing indicated that: (Į) Significant discrimination was 
found between spacing of the two participants in gridding road and distance between their centroids; (ȕ) Appearance 
of nonlinear characteristics of the spacing in gridding road – spacing was nonlinearly decreased in approaching and 
increased in departing, and equal to zero in a period of time (because of appearance of overlapped cell which 
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indicate coinciding trajectories). (Ȗ) When the size of cells is over some threshold, subdivision for cells will not 
significantly affect the spacing, and spacing will converge to actual spacing. 
We next consider how the change in cell size affected the spacing and computational cost in this scenario. The 
trajectory prediction and spacing calculation process for initial state of the two vehicles was simulated considering 
different cell size in our computer (Intel Core i7-4700MQ 2.40 GHz using only one core) and runtime was 
calculated in the program in each case. Result shows that the smaller cell size, the longer the process (Table 1) – it is 
rational because smaller cell size implied more cell count and thus more calculation work for gridding module. 
 
 
(a) Minimum gap of simulated two vehicles; 
 
(b) Deviation of minimum gap for different cell size, comparing with 1cm cell. 
Fig. 6. Minimum gap of simulated two vehicles is obtained using gridding and other methods (a), and the performance between different cell 
sizes is compared in (b). 
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4.3. Potential collision and overlapped cells 
Timeliness and accuracy of position and spacing are critical aspects that affecting the efficiency of CWS but 
more importantly, when shape of participant utilized, coincide area of predicted trajectories can be obtained and 
exploited to improve the collision analysis and avoidance module (meanwhile, collision algorism). In grid road, 
overlapped cells at each time step (meanwhile, the time evolution of the count of overlapped cells) which represent 
coincide area of predicted trajectories, reveal critical factors of a potential collision. For example, when coincide 
area is small, driver can avoid the potential collision by mere adjustment, and on the other hand, the more overlap, 
the more inconvenience to avoid the collision. 
Table 1. Runtime of simulation for the scenario with different cell size. Minimum gap is calculated each 0.01s in different 
cell size.  
Cell Size(cm) Cell Count in a Vehicle Total Time(s) % Time 
1 81234 7587.2 84.7% 
2 20363 1185.9 13.2% 
5 3201 142.9 1.6% 
10 826 36.0 0.4% 
In order to uncover the relation between potential collision and coincide area (as well as overlapped cells), we 
changed the initial state of simulation in section 4.2 by translated the position of vehicle A at x-axis from collision-
free to most overlapped one (Fig. 7). When vehicle A was moved backward for 9.2m, there was no collision because 
vehicle B left the collide area before A came, and when vehicle A was moved forward for 5m, there was still no 
collision because vehicle A left the collide area before B came (naturally it was dangerous cases imputable to low 
PET). And conspicuously when displacement was smaller, we found variation in the time evolution of overlapped 
for each translation: the duration of overlap was longer and maximum of overlapped cells was larger – in the other 
word, this indicated that the potential collision has a larger probability because these cases are more difficult to 
avoid. 
 
Fig. 7. Time evolution of overlapped cells when change vehicle A’s initial position at x-axis 
There is no overlapped cells when displacement  500cm or displacement  -920cm, which indicate collision-
free cases; when -920cm < displacement < 500cm and approaching the center, the time of duration of overlap is 
longer and in the end reach the maximum (approximately 400ms), and maximum of overlapped cell is larger and 
then reach the top (approximately 330 cells, occupied 40% area of vehicle A). 
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Therefore, the grid trajectories and overlapped cells, which can replicate a potential collision, may thus serve as a 
reference factor for collision analysis and avoidance module to cope with the potential collision more reliably. 
Besides, the position of first overlapped cells depicted the TTC and the pattern of collision (such as rear-end 
collision and lateral collision) and determined its severity when offering relative speed of the two vehicles. 
5. Conclusion and Future research 
Variant CWS access to research reports has been developed, primarily in these two decades, which become hot 
topics in active safety technology. But, as we have shown, shape of the participants can reveal more information 
relative to efficiency of CWS, but it is seldom considered or usually substituted by approximate geometric figures. 
In particular, regardless of shape may only result in little difference in spacing but, as analytical and mathematical 
search in this literature, can be the difference of whether crashing or not. Position-based CWS may therefore not be 
widely trust and sequentially undermine its effectiveness (closely relate to the degree of popularity of this system). 
By developing and examining the impact of a gridding process for proposed simplified CWS, we provide a new 
prospect on the position-based CWS of how shape of participants can be integrated in. In this way, this CWS is 
capable to offers services to variant traffic participants such as pedestrian and motorcycles and, spacing between two 
participants becomes calculable and more accurate when their shapes are delineated in detail. In addition, 
trajectories and collision – which can be replicated by time evolution of grid cells – can be beneficial in processing 
potential collisions more accurately. One consequence of this may be the improvement on collision algorism (as we 
illustrated in section 4.2, the linkage between collision probability and time evolution or statistical probability of 
overlapped cells is obviously) which seldom consider vehicle’s profile, and therefore may be beneficial to improve 
the understanding in predicting a collision more accurately.   
Although experiment of gridding method in this paper shows the beneficent of considering vehicle’s shape in 
CWS, from the perspective of both accuracy of spacing and potential faculty in collision assessment, it is instructive 
to see what will happen when using a more subtle trajectory prediction algorithm (our primary work in future) and 
how it can be used to improve the accuracy of the CWS. In the other words, the simplification of trajectory 
prediction module in the framework of proposed CWS may over-estimate the importance of overlapped trajectory 
for predicting and analyzing potential collisions. Besides, the mechanism of assessing potential collision and 
establishing appropriate avoidance strategy, when trajectory information is taking into account, is still opaque and 
need more research. 
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